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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

Asian Studies Graduate Conference 2014
Join us for the 2014 UBC Asian Studies Graduate Student Conference! As one of the largest and
most recognized Asian Studies departments in North America, we hope to foster multiregional
and interdisciplinary discussion while providing students with an opportunity to present their
research and exchange ideas with their peers and UBC faculty members.

Saturday, April 5th, 2014
Time: 10:00 AM
Location: Auditorium, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
Keynote Speaker: Daisuke Miyao (University of Oregon)
Free and open to the public – registration required
Register now >>

Before ‘Zainichi’: Korean Communities and Literature in
Wartime and Postwar Japan
UBC’s Centre for Japanese Research Lunchtime Lecture Series (LLS) presents a lineup of
stimulating talks from scholars and graduate students (with a handful from UBC Asian Studies)
on a wide variety of Japanrelated research topics. Please bring your lunch and join us for any or
all of this spring’s lectures.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Talk: Before ‘Zainichi’: Korean Communities and Literature in Wartime and Postwar Japan
Wednesday, April 2, 2014
Time: 12:00  1:30pm
Location: Room 604, Asian Centre, 1971 West Mall
Lecturer: Dr. Christina Yi
Schedule of CJR lunches >>

UBC ASIA Academic Department Afternoon Tea Event
The UBC ASIA Academic Department would like to extend an invitation to all Asian Studies
Department Faculty members, graduate and undergraduate students to join us for our endof
term afternoon tea event. Attendees will have the opportunity to meet and mingle with each
other over a variety of snacks and teas.

Monday, March 31st, 2014
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00pm. Drop by and leave at any time!
Location: Asian Centre Auditorium
Admission: Free for everyone but please help us reduce waste by bringing your own cups and
mugs.
RSVP Deadline: Friday, March 28th
RSVP >>

New Feature on our Website for Student Opportunities
The Department of Asian Studies would like to notify you of the new Student Opportunities
feed on our website that can be found in the right hand column. It includes graduate and
undergraduate awards, scholarships, calls for papers and any other potentially interesting
external opportunities that come our way.
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Recent Faculty Publications
Infected Korean Language: Purity versus Hybridity  Translated by Dr. Ross King
Dr. Ross King's translation of Dr. Koh Jongsok's book, Infected Korean Language, is now
available!

"This is wonderful work in an overlooked area. The scholarship is brilliant, innovative, and highly
specializedone must be well prepared in modern Korean, premodern Korean and Chinese to
undertake such a work. This is a real masterpiece!"
 Mark Arlen Peternson, Brigham Young University
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Buy the book online >>

Kawi Summer Course taught by Dr. Tom Hunter
Dr. Tom Hunter, who teaches Sanskrit and elective courses on South
and Southeast Asia in the Department of Asia Studies, will be the
principal lecturer for an Intensive Summer Program in the Kawi
language that will be held at the Institute for Anthropology of the
University of Heidelberg from August 4th  9th.
This program is designed to introduce students to the language
needed to gain access to a valuable source of information on the
literature, history and society of premodern Java and Bali and to foster
an awareness of the rich cultural heritage of Indonesia as it is
reflected in the unique poetry and prose in the Kawi language.
Intensive Summer Program Info >>

The Phenotypic Traits of Facets
Yu Su, the thirdyear Asian Studies undergraduate major serving as curator of this event, has
invited us to this show because part of her inspiration for curating it comes from Dr. Slingerland.
The (un)observable space is the primordial universe, an entity defined by Daoists as Wuji or
“ultimatelessness” and comprising that which is boundless and infinite. Applying the Daoist Way
to this particular (un)observable space, one can observe life as a process of visual flows
circulating through interactions, an interplay between physically disjoined positions held by
actors/performers and the sequences of its natural manipulation.

Thursday, March 27, 2014
Time: 8:00pm
Location: Avenue 165 E. Hastings
Artists: Yi Xin Tong and Shen Li
Event Info >>

Update with Oliver Mann
Hi everyone, I hope the office is doing well! It has been a real dream come true being on this
tour. I am playing with people I rocked out to in high school, got to do our first radio performance
in Victoria and I finally got to play my favorite venue in Vancouver, the Commodore Ballroom!
Even with all the excitement it is very exhausting being on the road. Luckily I get two days off
on either side of our Nelson, BC show. Then we are off to play Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon
and Winnipeg. There is a lot of down time between driving and waiting rooms so I have been

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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furiously working on a series of video diaries. If you miss me check them out.They are a lot of
fun to make so I hope they are equally as fun to watch. See you all in a week!

Japanese Girls performing at the Commodore Ballroom
Japanese Girls Tour Diary >>

Asian Studies Swag Sale!
We will be selling our Iphone 4 cases for $2 (instead of $5) and our Ipad Mini and Regular cases
for $10 (instead of $20 $25).

Time: Office Hours 9:00AM to 4:00PM
Location: Asian Centre Office, Room 607
Cash Only
Other Swag >>
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Abroad with Asian Studies: an Interview with Mark Lee
Mark Lee is one of our students majoring in Asian Languages and Culture (Chinese). In 2012 he
went on exchange to Fudan University, Shanghai, for a oneyear exchange. We interviewed him
in order to share his experience and lessons.
Why did you choose that exchange
program/university/country?
I originally had planned to go to Taiwan, but
since I had never been in any Mandarin
speaking environment I didn't have a strong
preference. My grandmother, on the other
hand, very strongly opposed me studying in
Taiwan, presumably for reasons only
grandmothers can understand. The main
point was to be surrounded by Chinese, so
Taiwan/Mainland didn't really matter too
much to me. I had heard Shanghai was a
bustling and fun city to live in, so I went to
Fudan University.
What fascinated you the most while being immersed in a new culture?
Before I arrived in China, I had felt that I at least had a basic grasp on Chinese culture. For some
reason I made the ignorant assumption that the Chinese culture I experience on a daily basis by
way of being partially "Chinese" would prepare me for Chinese culture in China. Of course that
didn't happen. I constantly faced what I would call the estranged cousin of my Chinese culture,
but it was always so intriguing to find differences between Chinese Chinese culture and
Vancouver Chinese culture.
What was the most memorable class/educational experience for you?
I did not expect to enjoy the educational experience in China. I do not enjoy the educational
experience in Canada, and the corresponding class time in China was like all the things that
didn't work for me here multiplied by two and a half. This gave way to very frank discussions
with my instructors, as I felt that there was less of a wall there than in my UBC environment.
My most memorable class experience would be discussing mental health and suicide with one of
my teachers after a young woman jumped to her death from our dormitory building. This kind of
discussion was kind of a big deal to me, especially considering the mental health issues I had run
into back home at UBC.
How did studying/researching at a different university contribute to your academic
career and perspective?
Studying abroad did nothing for my academic career. I think it's just an added bonus if studying
abroad can further your academic career. Though the credit exchange rate is certainly quite
favourable and many should capitalize on that.
How has your learning abroad experience shaped or changed you?
Going on exchange is a means of cultivating a better you. The time you spend abroad can be so
lifealtering that when you return, you don't experience your own life in the same way anymore.
This is a positive. We need to be sending more people out into the world to discover themselves,
to discover others, and to create the type of global citizens UBC boasts about. I did it for the
personal gains, not the academic ones.
I found love, I travelled, I engaged local students about their lives and thoughts and feelings,
and by the time I was done, I felt like I had become someone new. But not the bright and shiny
kind of new. More like the distressed jeans you buy at an overwhelming high price kind of new.
My language skills have grown exponentially, to the point where I'm actually in a bit of an
educational blind spot between nonheritage and heritage language learning, but I am also fully
okay with that because it means personal progress.
What advice would you give to students interested in a similar program?

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Do it. Don't wait. Just go. I sat at home in bed wallowing in anxiety and low selfesteem for years
until my family convinced me to leave the country. They did it because they love me, not
because they wanted me gone. That being said, do your research. Be prepared for the
administrative side of living abroad, as that will cause more stress than culture shock ever could.
Mark Lee's Blog about his experiences in Shanghai >>

OnCampus Events
Tuesday, March 25, 2014
The "Comfort Women" and Contemporary Forms of Sexual Violence Against Women
Time: 6:00  9:00 pm
Location: Room 261, Irving K. Barber Learning Centre, 1961 East Mall
Sponsor: BC Alpha, AWWA, AKCSE
Tuesday March 25th, 2014
The Reconstruction of Islamic Discourses in China: An Inquiry into Scripture
Time: 4:00pm 5:30pm
Location: Buchanan Tower 1197
Sponsors: History Department, Asian Studies Department, CNERS at UBC; and the Centre for
the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures at SFU.
Wednesday, March 26, 2014
Myths and Reality of Burma/Myanmar
Time: 2:30  4:00 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Southeast Asia Research
Thursday March 27,2014
The Ever After of Ashwin Rao: Aftermath of the Air India Crash
Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Buchanan Tower 599, 1873 E Mall
Speaker: Padma Viswanathan
Friday, March 28, 2014
Intercultural Fair
Time: 11:00am  5:00pm
Location: Abdul Ladha Centre, 2055 East Mall
Price: $5
Monday, March 31, 2014
Hiroshima to Fukushima: Biohazards of Radiation
Time: 3:30  5:00 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Japanese Research
Wednesday, April 2, 2014
State Capitalism vs Developmental States: China's Political Economy in Comparative East Asian
Perspective
Time: 3:00  4:30 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Chinese Research
Thursday, April 3, 2014
An Insider's Perspective to UnderResearched Themes, Teaching and Doing Field Research in
China
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Time: 5:00  7:00 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Chinese Research
Thursday, April 3, 2014
Technologies of Trauma: Assessing Wounds and Joining Bones in Late Imperial China
Time: 5:00pm  6:30pm
Location: Coach House, Green College, 6201 Cecil Green Park Road
Friday, April 4, 2014
Open House at the Centre for India and South Asia Research
Time: 4:00  6:00 pm
Location: C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for India and South Asia Research
Monday, April 7, 2014
Translation and the Colonial Desire for Transparency
Time: 4:00  5:30 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Japanese Research and Asian Studies Department, UBC
Monday, April 7, 2014
Translation and the Colonial Desire for Transparency
Time: 4:00  5:30 pm
Location: Conference room #120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsors: Asian Studies Department and Centre for Japanese Research
Tuesday, April 8, 2014
Engaging China: Myth, Aspiration and Strategy in Canadian Policy from Trudeaw to Harper
Time: 12:00  1:30 pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsor: Centre for Chinese Research

OffCampus Events
PARALLEL PATHS: Japanese Diplomacy & Nikkei Heritage  Friday, March 28, 2014
The World Heritage Sites  Saturday, March 29, 2014
Calligrapher and Poet Zeng Keduan  Sunday, March 30, 2014
GUIZHOU CHINA, In the Season of New Rice: Photography Exhibit  March 1 – 30, 2014
2014 Sakura Days Japan Fair  April 5 6 , 2014
HAGOROMO: the Feathered Robe, a Noh Play  Saturday, April 12, 2014
Next Music from Tokyo  Wednesday, May 21, 2014

Student Opportunities
2014 Fo Guang Buddhist Monastic Retreat (Summer Program)
NTU Summer+ Program – Translating Chinese: Methods and Practice
Taiwan & Huayu Enrichment Scholarships
Canada China Scholars Exchange Program
Peace and Reconciliation Study Tour
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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Initiative to Recruit a Diverse Workforce Call for Applications

Alumni Spotlight: Nabila Pirani, BA '09
Every Update we take an Asian Studies Alumnus from our Asian Studies LinkedIn Group and
interview them on their paths after graduation. This issue we catch up with Nabila Pirani who
currently lives in Toronto and is completing her Law degree and hopes to use her India expertise
to allow herself to provide contextual and legal expertise to Canadian firms looking to do business
in the Indian market.
Could you go into some detail about your career path
until now?
I’m currently a 1L law student at the University of Toronto,
with an M.A in Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African
Studies from Columbia University (2011), and a double
major in Political Science and Asian Language & Culture
from UBC (2009). Between my M.A and the start of law
school, I was a PostGraduate Research Fellow at the Asia
Pacific Foundation of Canada in Vancouver. Both my
education and work, thus far, have been focused on the
South Asian context. After graduation from UofT Law, I
hope to use my India expertise to create a niche for myself
at the intersection of trade and business law, one that
would allow me to provide contextual and legal expertise to
Canadian firms looking to do business in the Indian market.
How did you get your first job after graduating?
I had heard about the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada
while reading an article, and was struck by the type of work
that it was doing (the fact that it was in Vancouver was an
added bonus!). Excited by the prospects of working for the
organization, I arranged a couple of meetings while I was
home for the holidays. Soon after, I applied for the Post
Graduate Research Fellowship, and was thrilled upon
receiving it. I moved back to Vancouver after finishing my
M.A and was lucky enough to do some really interesting
work on Canada’s trade and business relations with Asia.
How has an Asian Studies degree helped you in your endeavors?
I don’t know where to start! On a personal level, studying India as a person of Indian heritage
has been a fascinating experience. I was born in Canada, and so my initial perception of India
was very romanticized. Through my study of the region, I have come to appreciate India’s
nuances – its foibles and its strengths – and its sheer diversity. My perception of India today is
fundamentally different from what it used to be.
Furthermore, as the focal point of my academic and professional endeavors, the study of the
region has given me a better appreciation of the way in which our world is changing. It has
allowed me to develop an appreciation for different cultures, political systems, and modes of
thought. In today’s everincreasingly globalized world, this sort of an appreciation is crucial. In
addition, knowing a few extra languages – which I think are doors to other worlds and cultures –
never hurts.
What can students/recent graduates do to get a foot in your industry?
I may not be the right person to answer this question, as I’m in the midst of getting my own
foot in the door. That said, experience has shown me the importance of networking. By this, I
don’t mean that one should talk to as many people as possible. In my opinion, networking is
most effective when one has taken the time to build a strong relationship.
Do you have any other advice that you would like to impart to students/recent
graduates?

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=550507&q=0&qz=9168af
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A few things:
1) Be the very best that you can be: Today’s world is hypercompetitive. Jobs are scarcer than
they used to be, and there are more people competing for them. It’s crucial to be at your best.
2) Know yourself: This may seem clichéd – and to some extent it is. The reason I say this,
however, is that it’s necessary to know what you bring to the table: what your strengths are,
what your weaknesses are, how you can distinguish yourself from others around you. It’s always
easier to sell yourself – whether it’s for a job or for a PhD program – when you know what you’re
selling.
3) Be open to different opportunities: In my conversations with graduating students, I’ve noticed
a worrying trend, one in which students get fixated on their ‘ideal position’ and ignore other
fabulous opportunities that may be available to them. My suggestion is, don’t get caught up in
this ‘ideal position’ rhetoric. Be open to different opportunities. Remember: you don’t have to
stay in one position or field for the rest of your life. Most, if not every, positions or fields that you
find yourself in will enable you to build an impressive set of skills. These skills will help you get to
your ideal position eventually.
What is one of your memorable moments abroad?
I spent a summer in the Indian city of Lucknow a few years ago. While the experience in itself
was amazing, the highlight of the trip was spending all of mango season in India’s mango belt.
Eating mangoes since has never been the same.
Join our LinkedIn page and start networking with Asian Studies alumni and students >>

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please submit your story
here.

Missed an Update?
All past newsletters may be found here.
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